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1. Project Description

The study of urban morphology relies on clever abstractions of the built environment into

computationally tractable models. One such model, the street network, is a graph whose edges are

streets and nodes are street intersections. Network analysis tools are often tailored for street

networks with the purpose of routing. In shortest path computations, network data must carefully

reflect not only urban infrastructure but also the intricacy of transportation policies–such as

multiple lanes and traffic direction. From the perspective of urban morphology, these features add

noise to the geometric order of cities. Perpendicular two-lane streets cross in four intersections,

producing a dummy city block, for example. Street networks carefully processed to answer

pressing accessibility questions are not suitable for morphological analysis.

We would like to develop source-agnostic functions to process street network data for

meaningful morphological analysis. The final network should be, at least, free from multiple nodes

representing the same intersection and multiple edges representing the same street. This processing

must rely on inherent network properties such as node connectivity and edge lengths, but not on

auxiliary data such as OSM tags and building footprints. The functions will be collected under

pysal’s momepy module, added to an existing toolbox of scalable urban morphological analysis.
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2. Relevant Experience

I am familiar with street network analysis for urban morphology research. My recent work,

alongside Juliana Gonçalves and Trivik Verma, on identifying identifying urban morphology from

street networks with graphlet analysis1 was accepted for an oral presentation at the 2022 GISRUK

conference. A code sample is available on my GitHub account. Our methodology aims at extracting

building blocks of street networks, retrieved with OSMnx. I am therefore very familiar with issues

inherent to performing morphological analysis in transport-oriented networks. We use OSMnx’s

consolidate_intersections function for the appropriate corrections. I have a working knowledge of

its algorithm, strengths, and limitations which will directly help me begin coding in the GSoC.

I am also collaborating on a project about inequality in the access to amenities. We retrieve

data from 50 million weekly commutes across 162 US cities with SafeGraph, and compute the

median distance traveled by residents of different racial and income groups with pandana. I gained

valuable algorithmic insights during this project, which will help me develop fast network

simplification functions to ensure scalability of morphological analysis. I also developed methods

to attach points of interest to street networks on their closest edges (rather than closest nodes, for

more accurate routing), fostering an understanding of shapely geoprocessing functions–interpolate,

split, project–which will likely be part of momepy’s development.

Beyond these two main projects, I also studied urban morphology through several courses

in Urban History. I wrote a historiographical piece on modernist urban planning in Brazil, which

was published in Columbia’s student-led Urban Review journal, criticizing the Eurocentric framing

of Brazilian modernist urban forms. And, bringing History in dialogue with network analysis, I

used georeferenced historical maps to study the evolution of street orientation in colonial Rio de

Janeiro (available through my webpage). These works helped me value and challenge the multiple

definitions of urban form. Ensuring that my preprocessing functions correctly equitably assess

morphology in cities in the Global South will be at the forefront of my work.

I worked as a consultant for the San Francisco Unified School District on algorithms for

more equitable public school assignments. I developed interpretable and well-documented code

which could be handed over to non-domain experts. Because I worked remotely in a team of three

students, we used Git for version control and I learned how to properly structure and manage a

GitHub repository. The code is not public, but our presentation is available on YouTube. I believe

such skills prepare me for Open Source development as I begin my work in GSoC.

1 Graphlets are small, connected subgraphs that appear repeatedly in a network, and their occurence often signals
network function in real-world networks like the internet and protein interaction networks. They are similar to motifs,
but the latter often implies that the network is directed.
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3. Proposed Approach

I believe many developments can stem from OSMnx consolidate_intersections function .

Their topological algorithm works in two parts. First, potential node clusters representing the same

intersection are identified through an Euclidean buffer of a fixed tolerance. Second, each of these

potential clusters is checked for connectedness so that nodes close in the Euclidean distance but far

in the network distance do not get erroneously consolidated. The verified node clusters are replaced

by their centroid, and edges are reconstructed accordingly. Beyond adapting such function for data

that comes without OSM tags or ids, I believe we could target two improvements:

(i) A single fixed tolerance across the whole street network fails to simplify cities with

heterogeneous morphology. Opposite street corners in large highways are farther apart than those in

footways crossing informal settlements, but these two settings can appear in the same city (Fig. 1).

A perhaps more expensive but probably more accurate alternative is to let the tolerance parameter

vary in a range according to the average minimum distance between nodes within a region.

Figure 1. Network of walkable roads in a region of Porto Alegre, Brazil, collected from OSMnx. The zone
has mixed morphological characteristics: whereas the area in the left is more regularly gridded, areas in the
center and to the right follow irregular patterns. In each of the two bottom boxes we see nodes that, ideally,
should be consolidated as they lie on opposite sides of the same two-way lane. In the upper box, we see
some nodes lying within this same (or similar) distance, yet they represent small city blocks and thus should
not be consolidated–this region is an informal settlement, or favela.



(ii) The connectedness check step described above is implemented as a loop over the

eligible node clusters. There may be a way to vectorize this procedure, reducing runtime. Or, with

super-fast network distance computations from pandana, it is perhaps possible to directly identify

potential node clusters with buffers respecting network distances–I believe this could yield faster

results in large networks with several consolidation clusters.

To simplify non-traditional intersections and non-morphological roads (e.g. roundabouts,

interchanges, parking lots), I propose two initial approaches:

(i) Parking lots and bus stations often appear in data retrieved from OSM via OSMnx,

represented as multiple parallel lanes (Fig. 2a). And oftentimes when a two lane street is not

crossed but merely “touched” by a perpendicular street, there are no node clusters to identify (Fig.

2b). These and other non-morphological geometries would not be simplified with standard node

consolidation. I propose identifying through their high edge density, or through their low polygon

compactness–further advancing an idea from Martin’s EDA notebook.

Figure 2. Some non-morphological elements in street networks cannot be captured by node consolidation. In
(a), the network of walkable roads in a region of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, “streets” in two parking lots and bus
stations are represented as regular city streets. Ideally, these elements should be straightforwardly removed
from the morphological network. In (b), the network of drivable roads in a region of New York City, USA, a
two-lane avenue that crosses a regular grid cannot be consistently simplified because a node is present only
on the right lane–and therefore is not sufficiently close to any other node. In both cases, we could edge
proximity, rather than node proximity, as a proxy for consolidation.

(ii) Working on urban morphology with graphlets, I discovered that some of these structures



could be abstracted to the format of a “diamond” graphlet (Fig. 3). Roundabouts, albeit their name,

are only round because we draw them so–but what is the connectivity pattern between nodes in a

roundabout? I propose to abstract these structures in terms of their essential connectivity,

rather than their geometric configuration. Can we precisely identify subgraphs isomorphic to a

roundabout in a street network and simplify it?

Figure 3. Graphlets can be used to loosely identify non-trivial intersections. In the figure, networks of

drivable roads in (a) Porto Alegre and (b) New York City after trivial consolidation (with OSMnx

consolidate intersections). Nodes and edges which compose diamond graphlets (the subgraph represented in

the middle of the figure) are highlighted in red. The roundabouts form diamonds in both cities and the

problematic intersection from Figure 2b forms a diamond as well.

Starting from these ideas, I put together the following preliminary schedule:

Week 1 (14/06-17/06): Environment set up, set main objectives

Select main test cities (equitably across continents, size, and visual order)

Week 2, 3, 4 (20/06-08/07): Node consolidation for basic structures

Week 5 (10/07-15/07): Edge consolidation

Week 6 (18/07-22/07): Consolidation wrap-up (refactor, writing notebook demo)

Week 7, 8, 9 (25/07-13/08): Node consolidation for non-trivial structures

Week 10 (16/08-20/08): Wrap-up

By weeks 6 and 10, I will have prepared and updated a demo notebook exploring my

simplification functions. Along with the main momepy processing module, this will form my main



deliverable. Time permitting, I would also like to implement urban morphometric functionality

based on my previous work e.g. graphlet degree computations on preprocessed street networks. I

have no conflicting plans between June 14 and August 20. Perhaps I will travel between Brazil and

the US at some point, but that should not interfere much with my work schedule. I am willing–and

hoping–to continue my involvement in Pysal in a less intensive manner after the program is over.

4. Personal Motivation

I am preparing my paper on graphlet analysis for journal submission. Contributing to

momepy will allow me to (i) better structure and organize coding routines for morphological

analysis so that my experiments are reproducible; (ii) create a more robust pipeline for researchers

on urban morphology, ensuring issues I have faced along the way are addressed; and (iii) gain an

even better understanding of street networks and their topological properties, especially welcome as

I will further present my own research.

I also believe I would benefit from getting into Open Source development and being in

touch with the pysal developer community. I will be starting a PhD in Information Science this

coming Fall, with a focus on Computational Social Science. During my PhD, I plan to research

questions of urban segregation, police discrimination, and spatial allocation of resources.

Expanding my academic network to the pysal community will help me develop a better

understanding of research topics and methods on spatial analysis, as well as inspire me to make

more frequent contributions in sharing my own coding tools.


